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abandoned the work.254 The old Turkish officers and
soldiers, into whom he had tried to infuse Prussian disci-
pline and methods, proved poor material, and made a
lamentable exhibition of themselves when Turkey was at-
tacked by the Balkan Allies in the fall of 1912.
On January 2, 1913, during the armistice in the First
Balkan War and the pending negotiations in London, the
Young Turk Noradunghian confidentially asked Wangen-
heim, the German Ambassador in Constantinople, to find
out for him as quickly as possible the terms on which the
French General Eydoux had been engaged to reorganize and
train the Greek army.255 He was evidently contemplating
something of the same kind for Turkey after the overwhelm-
ing defeats she had suffered in the past three months. The
assassination of Nazim Pasha and the Cabinet Revolution
in Constantinople, following the concessions made by the
Turkish delegates in London, delayed whatever plans
Noradunghian may have had in mind, but they brought
into power Mahmud Shevket Pasha. With him were a
group of patriotic and determined Young Turks, who were
bent on energetic reforms in Turkey, with the assistance of
European advisers, as the only hope of saving their country
from an early and complete dissolution. As Von der Goltz
and his companions had already given the Turks a start in
German military methods, it was obvious that Mahmud
Shevket should turn to Germany rather than to any other
Power for new military instructors. Accordingly he begged
the Kaiser, through the German Military Attache in Con-
stantinople, for the services of some Prussian officers for
the strengthening of Constantinople. The Kaiser favored
the idea, and on April 2 asked his Foreign Office whether
it saw any political objections to the plan, adding that the
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